
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion  

Based on the findings and discussion presented in CHAPTER IV, the 

conclusions are drawn as follows: 

1. Related to the values found in the Pirate Fairy expressed by all 

characters, the values are classified into three kinds as follows: 

a. Moral values 

Moral values refer to a set of principles that guide an individual on 

how to evaluate right versus wrong were accepted by citizen. 

Moral value related to the human personality. Moral value leads 

someone to be guilty or innocent of their responsibility. In this 

Pirate Fairy movie, researcher found the moral value such asopen-

mind, inquisitive, active, brave, and cheerful. 

b. Social value 

Social value refers to a value which related into social, interaction 

with other and how to act with others. In this study, researcher 

found out some social value such asplease, cooperative, ambitious, 

and good helper. 

c. Educational value 

Educational value is value which relate with education part. Value 

which give or transform the education point. It can be bad or good. 



Good when this value motivates the children and bad if children 

absorb the information without parent permission. Researcher found 

out the educational value such assmart, inventer, and want to try 

something new. 

2. Findings and discussion, researcher found that there were three kinds 

of value that had shown. Such as moral value, social value, and 

educational value. The values were presented by looking in the 

dialogue and interpreting the dialogue itself. In the Pirate Fairy 

movies, the characteristic which show about three valueswas shown by 

some dialogues which provenby the script. Another way is from the 

action. The value had shown when researcher analyzed the data by 

reading the script more than twice while saw the movie and looking 

the action which character did. Some values showed directly by the 

dialogue and some other showed by interpreting by researcher in the 

dialogue. The values showed by directly and indirectly. Directly means 

showed through the dialogue and indirectly showed by researcher 

interpreting the dialogue. 

B. Suggestion 

This research analyze the moral value was found in Pirate Fairy 

movie directed by Peggy Holmes. The researcher realizes that this research 

is far from being perfect. Mistakes and weakness still happened in many 

aspects such as method, analyses, and discussion. Positive suggestion and 



criticism still researcher needed to make the next study better. Based on 

this research, researcher has the recommendation as follows: 

1. For Students 

This movie is a good recommendation for students. Students 

can absorb the positive values which show in this movie. 

Cooperation, ambition, open-minded, toleration are the 

positives value to make an example by students. That value 

will make students realize what the core is it. 

2. For Teachers 

This movie can be a good media for teacher to teach English 

listening comprehension. Other hand, teacher can transform the 

positive value for students. Teacher can transform the values 

through this movie and make the listening habit while English 

learning process.   

3. For Researcher 

This research can be a reference to next researcher. Positive 

criticism is needed to make the next study better.  

 


